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Dear reader, What is Circular
SME Scan about? 

The CSS project team has some exciting news
to share with you! Within the past year, the
team has continuously worked on the project
and getting the self-scan ready to use. They
came together in Athens to discuss how to
successfully bring this project to its end.

In this third newsletter, you will be informed
about the latest developments in the project as
well as an invite to test out the self-scan test.

Read below for further news!

CIRCULAR SME SCAN (CSS)
connects digitalisation with a
circular economy. Circular,
sustainable and enviroment-
climate friendly operation of
small and medium enterprizes
(SMEs) results in a competitive
advantage and simultaneously
contributes to a better
environment.

The project started in April 2021
and will run for two years to
produce the deliverables which
are needed to equip SMEs with
circular related materials. The
mission of CSS is to upskill SMEs
and equip them with useful
information & practical
materials to apply circularity in
their business strategy and
contribute to a green economy.
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Athens, Greece
In November 2022, the CSS partnership came together
in Athens Greece to discuss the next steps of the
project. At this point, the team has made a start to the
self-scan. During the previous meeting, the team has
set up some indicators as to how the self-scan should
be and these indicators were kept in mind while
developing it. During the meeting in Athens, steps to
bring this self-scan to the finish line was discussed.
Delegation of tasks between the partners to make
sure the self-scan can be completed in a timely
manner. 

Want to receive regular updates? 
Follow us on Facebook! 

The self-scan is now ready for testing! We humbly
invite you to check it out on our website. The CSS
partnership strives to make this project as best as
possible so we are always open to your feedback.
You can send in your feedback via this link. We
look forward to hearing your thoughts!

More news will follow soon!

Ready, Set, Test!

Website
You can read more about who we are and what we are doing on www.circularsmescan.eu! For further
questions, suggestions or other issues, please contact us through innovacio@ddriu.hu.

https://www.facebook.com/CircularSMEScan/
https://forms.gle/ScLLdSVpVDQxxgDYA

